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Investigation Date

18.05.2018
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Andrew Fazekas

Team Members

Andy F, Dawn H, Matt I

Background information
LPS were investigating this location for the fourth time see previous reports. The hauntings at this
location included a man and young ghostly girls that were present on previous investigations and the
famous ghost of all a red haired woman that if you meet her and kiss her you shall surely die a month
later. Fortunately so far LPS has yet to meet the red haired woman to find out if this is true.
On this visit the team found the church area was full of building materials and the building itself had
been cleared of any bush and cleaned up. There was a large amount of building material and the team
were limited inside the church area to what they could undertake. Therefore the area had to be checked
investigation first for non-paranormal hazards that posed a risk to the team.
21:40 Investigation begins.
21:40 Church interior
21:40 team set up in church 2 teddy bears and rem pods and EM meters sound recorders and infrared
camera and thermal imaging camera
21:45 stick person experiment and EVP
Inside the church area itself it was felt very passive and peaceful.
Olivus 3 experiment used by Dawn
Olivus – Sunrise - cloud
Olivus - Compound (the church area is full of building equipment and fencing)
Olivus – Paul - solo
Olivus – factors - Fifteen Soldiers
Dawn –Are there fifteen soldiers buried here?
Olivus – Dirt – cold – worm.
Olivus – Pendent – Dawn is wearing a pendent
Oilvus – observe – outside (later stickmen would appear outside the church walls) and the team ask if
they should move outside the church walls
Olivus – Should placate down
Olivus – clothes - laugh (maybe a comment about the investigators clothes) the team laugh.
Olivus – Enough – zero
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22:30 Well area at rear of church
22:31 the team locate to the rear of churchyard to undertake EVP experiment stickperson experiments.
Everyone is feeling that the area is calm.
Then a stick person appears on camera sitting in Andy’s chair and disappears and reappears siting in
the same chair. Team members feel that this is a child and it is tapping its foot. Team members ask the
figure to stand up, but it continues to sit on the chair. The figure shows no intention of leaving the
chair and is stationary.
Team members try an experiment where a team member will remove the chair to see what happens.
The team observe that the figure crumples and falls off the chair when it is moved. The chair is then
put back as the figure has now gone.
Team members say out loud that they are sorry for removing the chair and the figure returns to the
same chair as before. There are two chairs to choose from, but the figure chooses Andy’s chair again.
The team ask if the stick person can bring a friend. Andys camera goes out of focus and Dawn goes to
sit in the chair next to Andy’s chair and asks the stick person to hold her hand. Dawn feels it is the
spirit of the child that had earlier kissed one of the teddies that were placed in the church..
Andy and Dawn then change places and Andy sits in the chair next to the chair with the figure still sat
in it while Dawn films with the camcorder. Matt is managing the specialized technical equipment at
this time.
Andy engages in a one sided conversation with the figure and the figure reaches out its hand towards
him when he requests this. Team members feel that the spirit likes Andy. This figure has been in this
seat for some twenty odd minutes and when the team request that the figure waves to the team
members it actually does wave to the team then disappears.
Corner of the cemetery
The team the move to a large grave in the corner of the cemetery where move stick figures are
encountered this time it is a group of three which the team feel are adults. Apart from this the area is
quite so the team move to the top of the cemetery.

23:53 Top of the cemetery silent vigil
For the final part of this investigation the team moved to a part of the cemetery that last time proved to
have some interesting activity. Matt is continuing with his Stick Person experiment and the team have
various monitoring equipment in place including various cameras and sound recorders.
23:52 Dawn can hear whispering in this part of the cemetery.
23:58 Dawn can smell apples which has been a theme all night
00:00 a cow can be seen moving about in the next field.
00:04 End of Investigation.
Analysis
Once again the spirits of young girls were present (see previous investigation reports). This time
however the team were using new equipment and a different approach to investigating the area and
were able to produce results that for now remain unexplained. See video clips on the LPS you tube site
and the LPS Website.
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